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philosophy, or rather, the role of Hegelâ€™s role in the history of Marxist tradition, was one of the most
contentious and essential elements of Soviet philosophy. In one sense, one might say that the history of
Soviet philosophy was the history of this struggle with, for and against, Hegelâ€™s legacy.
Comrade Hegel: C R Abstract: When the Soviet state finally
Philosophy in the Soviet Union was officially confined to Marxistâ€“Leninist thinking, which theoretically was
the basis of objective and ultimate philosophical truth.
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Soviet philosophy in general, and Soviet historiography in particular, as a form of philosophical culture, one
concrete answer to the question 'What is philosophy?' It has never been obvious, in Western academic
philosophical culture, to study Soviet philosophy, and this research could never have been done without the
lasting ...
SOVIET HISTORIOGRAPHY OF PHILOSOPHY - Springer
work. In November of 2007, as part of the annual conference â€œPhilosophy in St. Petersburgâ€• held under
the aegis of the St. Petersburg philosophical community and the Faculties of Philosophy and Political Theory
at St. Petersburg State University, the tenth Historiansâ€™ Symposium of Russian Philosophy took place.
On Contemporary Russian Philosophy
SOVIET PHILOSOPHY: PAST AND PRESENT, AND PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE*]. M. Bochen'ski
SOVIET PHILOSOPHY is little studied in non-Communist countries.1 Yet it is the philosophy of a large
country, it has numerous representatives,2 and it plays a far from negligible role in the life not only of the
Soviet Union
Soviet Philosophy: Past and Present, and Prospects for the
In Alfred Ayer's article, philosophy is sharply counterposed to science, is denied the status of a science. This
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is the leitmotif of his entire paper. Moreover, the defense of this conception is characteristic of many
representatives of neopositivism who go along with Ayer.
Philosophy as a General Science: Soviet Review: Vol 4, No 2
Philosophy in Russia :from Herzen to Lenin and Berdyaev /by Frederick... Russia and America :a
philosophical comparison : development and change... East Carolina University
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The Concept ofNon-Antagonistic Contradiction in Soviet Philosophy THOMAS WESTON* ABSTRACT: The
concept of"non-antagonisticcontradiction" ... philosophy it had received from Marx and Engels. One ofthe ...
cording to Hegel'smost general treatment in the Science ofLogic,
The Concept ofNon-Antagonistic Contradiction in Soviet
The philosophy of dialectical and historical materialism played the role that in traditional societies belongs to
mythology and religion. The Soviet ideocratic State was a unique experience in conceptualizing and
philosophizing the entirety of reality, as a laboratory for the testing of general concepts.
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Alexander Spirkin. Fundamentals of Philosophy. Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1990. ISBN 5-01-002582-5
The book offers a systematic exposition of the foundations of dialectical and historical materialism. It begins
with deliberations on the nature of philosophical knowledge, the role of worldview, and the purpose of
methodology.
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The situation in Soviet philosophy in the forties was partly determined by a decline in research during the war
and the move by specialists to propaganda activity. But there was another, more important factor, ... If one
wanted to assess the general level of Soviet philosophy in the late
THE SOVIET PHILOSOPHICAL COMMUNITY AND POWER
SOVIET HISTORIOGRAPHY OF PHILOSOPHY Historiography of philosophy - or in Soviet terminology
'history of philosophy as a science'1 _ is a part of Soviet philosophical activities. It seems, that only scant
attention has been paid to it in Western countries.
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Soviet society, changing its thematic and methodological outlook according to the changing political demands
of the time (Gerovitch 1996, 1998). I seek to extend Gerovitchâ€™s account, focusing on one aspect of
Soviet science studiesâ€”the role of philosophers and philosophy in Soviet science studies project.
The politics and contexts of Soviet science studies
of Soviet history of philosophy deals with the centuries between Aristotle and Descartes.2 However, the
general tendency is to consider the first period (ancient philosophy) closed with Augustine, the second with
Descartes, and the third with the turn of the last century. 33. KNOWLEDGE IN ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY
SOVIET HISTORIOGRAPHY OF KNOWLEDGE men and philosophical
`Scientific history of philosophy' was one of the professional branches of Soviet philosophy, and a place
where philosophical culture was preserved in an often hostile environment.
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EINSTEIN AND SOVIET PHILOSOPHY toward a break-through of thought to reality is an expression of the
phil- osophic movement toward the transcendent - which began already with Husserl and N. Hartmann.
Behind the Soviet struggle to think out the theory of relativity is, in the final
Einstein and Soviet philosophy - Springer
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The discussion of Russia's place in the world has since become the most characteristic feature of Russian
philosophy. In its further development, Russian philosophy was also marked by deep connection to literature
and interest in creativity, society, politics and nationalism; cosmos and religion were other notable subjects.
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HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY (GENERAL) Oizerman, Theodore [Oizerman, Teodor IlÂ´ich]; translated from
the Russian by Dmitri Beliavsky. Dialectical materialism and the history of philosophy: essays on the history
of philosophy. Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1982. First 99 pp. at leninist.biz
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J.E. Blakeley. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like
bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Soviet Philosophy: A General Introduction to
Contemporary Soviet Thought (Sovietica).
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Soviet Philosophy: A General Introduction to Contemporary Soviet Thought (Sovietica) [J.E. Blakeley] on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
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convictions of the Soviet Marxist, even if not rigorously entailed by dialectics, are at least given strong support
by the general stress on linkages and change. A second broad way in which Soviet dialecticians characterize
the .,. j world is by the. use of Â· categories-philos.ophica.l concepts of tbe greatest
DRAFT: NOT FOR CITATION WITHOUT PERMISSION OF AUTHOR
e most recognized general work on Soviet philosophy of science is (GrahamÃ•Ã‰Å¸ÃŸ); a more general
account of the Å¡rst Ã•Ã¾Ã¾ years of the de- velopment of Marxism as a philosophy of science, i.e ...
eoretical Philosophy and Philosophy of Science in Soviet
1 Krushchev-Era Debates in Soviet Philosophy of Contradiction These excerpts are taken from the
discussion of dialectical contradic-tion in F. Konstantinov, Filosofskaiia Entsiklopediia, (Moscow:
Izdatelâ€™stbo â€œSovetskaia Entsiklopediia,â€• 1960-, vol.
Krushchev-Era Debates in Soviet Philosophy of Contradiction
Only a few new things have happened, as far as may be known, in Soviet philosophy since it was published.
One of them is the celebrated condemnation of the linguistic theory of N. Marr (1864â€“1934) by Stalin
himself (Pravda, May 30, 1950).
On Soviet Philosophy* | The Review of Politics | Cambridge
In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content:. REVIEWS 215 SOVIET PHILOSOPHY AND
EDUC~TION* B. E. SHORE John Somerville, the author of the first of these books, is a rare phenomenon in
the world )of English-Russian relations.
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In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content:. REVIEWS 215 SOVIET PHILOSOPHY AND
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EDUC~TION* B. E. SHORE John Somerville, the author of the first of these books, is a rare phenomenon in
the world )of English-Russian relations.
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Get this from a library! Soviet philosophy : a general introduction to contemporary Soviet thought. [Thomas J
Blakeley]
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Mareevâ€™s book, From the History of Soviet Philosophy: LukÃ¡cs â€“ Vygotsky â€“ Ilyenkov, is a very
important contribution to the study of a vast body of thought that remains largely unexamined in the West.
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Soviet Philosophy - the Ideology and the Handmaid a Historical and Critical Analysis of Soviet Philosophy,
with a Case-Study Into Soviet History of Philosophy : Proefschrift.
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From The Philosopher, Volume XXIV PHILOSOPHY IN SOVIET RUSSIA By John Lewis In 1999, the Editor
added: This unusual account reflects a particular time in the history of not only of the Society, but of Europe.
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Georgi Plekhanov and the roots of Soviet philosophy By Jason Devine Links International Journal of Socialist
Renewal â€“ Marxism was born through a critical appropriation of Hegelâ€™s method and a radical break
with the philosophy of Young
Georgi Plekhanovi and the roots of Soviet philosophy
Salvaging Soviet Philosophy (1) by Ralph Dumain The philosophical legacy of the defunct USSR (and the
other Soviet bloc nations) should not be left for dead without a serious salvaging operation to assess what it
did and did not accomplish and to preserve what was valuable in it.
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Audio â€“ Stephen Hicks, Ph.D.
A short history of NATO It is often said that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization was founded in response
to the threat posed by the Soviet Union. This is only partially true. In fact, the Allianceâ€™s creation was part
of a broader effort to serve three purposes: deterring Soviet expansionism, forbidding the revival of nationalist
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militarism
A short history of NATO
An introduction to the philosophy of time and space by Bas ...
An introduction to the philosophy of time and space by Bas
September 12, 2013 September 12, 2013 Stephen Hicks 8 Comments Axis powers, Nazi-Soviet Pact,
Poland, Soviet Union, World War Two In â€œPhilosophy and a Century of War,â€• I left the Soviet Union out
of my discussion of World War II, for reasons not clear or convincing to everyone.
More on philosophy and war: the Soviets in WW II â€“ Stephen
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